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Not only Toronto, Cs43 Composite System 
s the natural evolution of the line Bio Glass Bridge Special Toronto.

Developed in Micro Medica Laboratories is the new system for the construction 
of fiber glass bridges and crowns .

The chemical and physical characteristics of this new product are the same 
previously described for the glass fiber and the resin system for the realization of Toronto.

Some differences in the basic composition of the raw materials differ the two products, 
even if the manufacturing processes are similar.

The strength of the Fiber. 
The three components to achieve
at high performance structures.

An special micro loaded resin,
unidirectional fiberglass wires
and stick  are the innovative 
elements of this new system.

Resin Base system Cs 43 is loaded 
with a special Micro Filler Glass,
a technologically advanced compound 
mixed to a special catalyst and
activator creates a homogeneous 
and extremely durable compost .

 allows the realization of  very extensive  works made directly The new system Cs43
on the master, without any contraction with a surprising ease of useand a few grams weight.

This new fiber glass composite produced in Micro Medica laboratories, drastically reduces 
the stress transmitted to the underlying elements during mastication, by amortizing  and 
dissipating the forces generated.



Bio Glass Bridge
Special Toronto

A simple system, with a few simple steps you 
can get under structures without constraints of size.

Of particular importance is the possibility to use the new 
Glass / carbon fiber stick as a support base for particularly 
extensive zone or where is request a rigidity and a greater 
resistance than normal structures.

 coulisse on the abutmentsRealizing two simple
bearing, you can after adapt easily the glass stick 
(on request can be supplied in the Carbon stick to 
increase the strength of the structure, 
we recommend using CS33 system that offers
a stronger resistance) contained in the Cs43 kit,
and print all in muffle.

You will get little masterpieces of precision with 
very high mechanical performance.

An incomparable aesthetics,
build aesthetic substructures is always been 
the dream of each dental technician.

With the new system Cs43, you can build 
anatomical structures directly on the 
substructure without having to mask 
with opaque.

The union between the composite and 
the resin system Cs43 is chemical (compatible
with all composites on the market).

with the glass fiber of the new system can be
obtained structures extremely natural. 

Vitality and transparency of this material 
make it unique.

The resin system Bio Glass Bridge is available 
in translucent, white and simil A2, 
a range that allows the use of this product for
the realization of any clinical case.

Stick fiber glass adapted the model Master.
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